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Abstract

Existing censorship circumvention systems fail to of-
fer reliable circumvention without sacrificing their
users’ QoS, or undertaking high costs of opera-
tion. We design a new circumvention system, called
MassBrowser, with the objective of addressing such
practical weaknesses of existing designs. Our sys-
tem is based on a new design principle, called “the
separation of properties,” that states that circum-
vention systems should be tailored for circumven-
tion as opposed to offering additional properties like
anonymity. We combine various state-of-the-art cir-
cumvention techniques to make MassBrowser signif-
icantly resistant to blocking, while keeping its cost
of operation small ($0.001 per censored client per
month).

We have built and deployed MassBrowser as a fully
operational system with end-user software for regu-
lar Internet users (currently in beta release mode).
A key part of MassBrowser’s design is using non-
censored Internet users to run volunteer proxies to
help censored users. We perform the first user study
on the willingness of typical Internet users in helping
circumvention operators. We have used the findings
of our user study in the design of MassBrowser to
encourage wide adoption by volunteers; particularly,
our GUI software offers high transparency, control,
and safety to the volunteers.

∗The first two authors made equal contribution.

1 Introduction

The Internet plays a crucial role in today’s social
and political movements by facilitating the free cir-
culation of speech, information, and ideas; democ-
racy and human rights throughout the world crit-
ically depend on preserving and bolstering the In-
ternet’s openness. Consequently, repressive regimes,
totalitarian governments, and corrupt corporations
regulate, monitor, and restrict the access to the In-
ternet, which is broadly known as Internet censor-
ship. The techniques commonly used to enforce cen-
sorship include IP address blocking, DNS hijacking,
and TCP content filtering [14, 38, 40, 60] to block
access to certain destinations or to prevent certain
forms of content from being transmitted. To en-
sure compliance and to detect undercover politi-
cal/social activists, repressive regimes additionally
utilize advanced networking tools, including deep
packet inspection (DPI), to prevent the use of the
censorship circumvention technologies by their citi-
zens [35,36,57,77].

To restore the openness of the Internet, researchers
have designed and deployed an arsenal of tools [10,
14, 15, 31, 32, 41, 46, 50, 61, 72, 74, 80] that help users
bypass censorship. Such tools, known as circumven-
tion systems, deploy a variety of techniques ranging
from IP indirection to onion routing to traffic obfus-
cation [38,60].

Key shortcomings of existing systems: Unfor-
tunately, existing circumvention systems suffer from
one or all of the following weaknesses: (1) Easily
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blocked: A majority of in-the-wild circumvention sys-
tems, including Tor, Lantern, Psiphon, and VPNs,
work by setting up proxy servers outside the censor-
ship regions, which relay traffic for censored users.
Unfortunately, the proxies are implemented in a way
that are easily blockable by the censors, e.g., due to
using a small set of IP addresses that can get enu-
merated and blacklisted by the censors [57,59,75,77].
(2) Costly to operate: To resist proxy blocking by the
censors, recent circumvention systems have started
to deploy proxies on shared-IP platforms such as
CDNs [44], App Engines [25], and Cloud Storage
services [9], a technique broadly referred to as do-
main fronting [19]. This mechanism, however, is pro-
hibitively expensive [45] to be used at large scale.
(3) Poor QoS: Proxy-based circumvention systems
like Tor and its variants [32, 43, 65] suffer from low
quality of service (e.g., very high latencies and low
bandwidths). This is primarily due to the imbalance
between the bandwidth demand from censored users
versus the bandwidth available by the proxies (e.g.,
Tor’s ≈ 6500 relays need to proxy traffic for around
two million daily users [58], while some users lever-
age Tor for bandwidth-extensive applications like Bit-
Torrent. (4) Hard to deploy: Modern circumvention
systems proposed in the academia are impractical to
be used at large scale due to various reasons. For
instance, decoy routing systems [31, 37, 80] require
wide adoption by Internet ISPs, and tunneling sys-
tems [32, 34, 43, 65] can be disabled by third-party
service providers they use for tunneling.

Our approach: In this paper, we present a new cir-
cumvention system that aims at addressing the short-
comings of existing circumvention solutions. We base
our system on a design principle not employed by ex-
isting circumvention systems. Our principle, which
we call the separation of properties (SoP) prin-
ciple, states that the key feature targeted by an ef-
fective circumvention system should be blocking re-
sistance, and other features such as anonymity and
browsing privacy should be left as optional to the
users. The SoP principle is based on the real-world
observation [11, 20, 27, 66, 67] that the majority of
censored users are solely interested in blocking resis-
tance, e.g., to be able to access blocked news articles

and be able to communicate through blocked social
networks, but for the majority of the censored users
properties like anonymity are not a concern. This
is evident by the fact that “public” VPNs, “pub-
lic” HTTP proxies, and centralized circumvention
systems like Lantern [39] and Psiphon [53] are the
most popular among censored users in China and
Iran [66, 67] (when compared to privacy-preserving
alternatives like Tor) despite the fact that they pro-
vide no anonymity or browsing privacy [27].

The SoP principle enables us to optimize the per-
formance of a circumvention system around blocking
resistance, and to offer features like anonymity and
browsing privacy as options to the users (possibly by
degrading the QoS). We will demonstrate how bas-
ing our design on SoP enables us to overcome the
circumvention shortcomings discussed above. Note
that while systems like VPNs and HTTP proxies do
not aim for anonymity/privacy, they do not leverage
the SoP principle in optimizing censorship resilience,
which is the key approach taken in this work.

The MassBrowser System: We have designed
and implemented a new circumvention system, called
MassBrowser, that aims at addressing the weaknesses
of prior designs being based on the SoP principle.
That is, MassBrowser aims at offering reliable block-
ing resistance while providing practical QoS and low
operational costs. MassBrowser is a volunteer-run
proxy-based system: it leverages normal Internet
users with access to the free Internet, which we call
Buddies, to proxy censored web traffic for censored
users, i.e., Clients. The key to the resilience and QoS
of any volunteer-based circumvention system like ours
is to have a balanced ratio of proxying capacity to
circumvention bandwidth demand. Towards this, we
leverage the SoP principle to (1) optimize the proxy-
ing load on Buddies by using CacheBrowsing [29] and
other selective proxying mechanisms introduced later,
and, (2) encourage volunteer participation by giv-
ing Buddies full control and transparency over what
they proxy. A central component of MassBrowser is
a hard-to-block Operator service that oversees and
enforces MassBrowser’s key functionalities, particu-
larly, by strategically matching Clients to Buddies
based on the preferences of Buddies and the demands
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from Clients.

The following summarizes the intuitions behind
MassBrowser’s properties, which will be extensively
discussed throughout the paper: QoS and Cost:
MassBrowser combines several techniques including
CacheBrowsing [29], selective proxying, and Domain
Fronting [19] to optimize the QoS of circumven-
tion connections while minimizing its operational
costs. As shown in Section 8.2, we estimate the total
cost of deploying MassBrowser to be no more than
$0.001 per active client per month. Blocking re-
sistance: MassBrowser’s selective proxying not only
optimizes QoS, but is also aimed at attracting a larger
pool of Buddies by providing them full control and
transparency over what they proxy (we support this
claim by performing a user survey). Blocking Mass-
Browser’s Buddies causes censors collateral damage
as the Buddies are normal Internet users who fre-
quently change network locations and connect from
behind NAT. (i.e., to block a NATed Buddy, the cen-
sors will need to block the Buddy’s subnet) To make
an analogy, blocking MassBrowser Buddies is equiva-
lent to blocking (the impractically expensive) domain
fronted proxies. We also use state-of-the-art circum-
vention techniques to protect MassBrowser’s Opera-
tor against blocking.

Deployment: MassBrowser is currently in the
beta release mode, and we have implemented cross-
platform end-user GUI software for Client and Buddy
users with minimal technical background. We have
been testing MassBrowser’s performance for several
months using volunteer clients from inside censored
countries. Like any other volunteer-based system,
MassBrowser will make a real-world impact only with
wide adoption by volunteers who run MassBrowser
Buddies. To come up with recommendations towards
encourage wide volunteer participation, we perform
the first user study on the willingness of Internet
users in voluntarily helping circumvention technolo-
gies. The results of our user study suggest that an
encouragingly significant fraction of Internet users
are willing to help censored users voluntarily—if they
have full control over what is proxied through them.
We build MassBrowser’s software as advised by the
findings of our user survey, e.g., by allowing volun-

teers to whitelist the categories of websites they are
willing to proxy, and the bandwidth they are willing
to devote.

Privacy Guarantees: For normal clients, Mass-
Browser provides the same level of privacy as public
VPNs/proxies and centralized systems like Lantern
and Psiphon. Therefore, a Buddy can infer the Inter-
net destinations of its clients, as well as their commu-
nication contents for non-HTTPS destinations (fortu-
nately, major content providers such as news and so-
cial networking services offer HTTPS). On the other
hand, a MassBrowser client can optionally compro-
mise her QoS for stronger privacy properties. Specif-
ically, our implementation of MassBrowser supports
connecting through Tor for users who need anonymity
in addition to blocking resistance (at the expense of a
degraded QoS). This will tunnel a Client’s Tor traf-
fic through a Buddy who has opted to serve as a
Tor bridge. Therefore, MassBrowser’s Buddy soft-
ware can be used as a pluggable transport [52] by
Tor bridges. We evaluate MassBrowser’s cost of oper-
ation when used as a Tor pluggable transport, show-
ing that it is drastically cheaper than meek [44], while
both offering similar blocking resistance properties
(both meek and MassBrowser aim at increasing the
censors’ collateral damage by making use of shared
IP addresses).

Summary of Contributions: In summary, we
make the following main contributions:

1. We have designed a new circumvention system,
MassBrowser, with the objective of addressing
practical weaknesses of existing designs, partic-
ularly, blocking resistance, QoS, and operational
costs.

2. We have performed the first user study on the
willingness of normal Internet users in helping
circumvention systems.

3. We have implemented and deployed Mass-
Browser as a fully operational system. We
have used the findings of our user study to
build a usable GUI software for clients and vol-
unteers. Our software is hosted at https://

massbrowser.cs.umass.edu.
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2 Background on Circumven-
tion Systems

Internet censorship is undoubtedly the biggest threat
to the freedom of speech, ideas, and information
across the globe [22]. To help censored users regain
open access to the Internet, researchers and practi-
tioners have designed and deployed an arsenal of tools
known as circumvention systems [10,14,14,15,31,32,
38, 41, 46, 50, 60, 61, 72, 74, 80]. Censorship author-
ities utilize their censorship technology to prevent
the use of such censorship circumvention technolo-
gies by their citizens [35, 36, 57, 77], i.e., they block
circumvention systems. In the following, we overview
the major classes of circumvention systems and their
weaknesses.

Proxy-based Systems The most common ap-
proach used by circumvention systems is to run net-
work proxies outside the censorship region, and use
them to relay the traffic of censored users to cen-
sored Internet destinations. Many in-the-wild cir-
cumvention systems such as Tor [16], Psiphon [53],
Lantern [39], and VPN services [49, 51] deploy cir-
cumvention proxies in different ways to help censored
users. Most circumvention systems [39,49,53,62] use
simple, single-hop proxies, while others [16, 52] use
more complex models for proxy deployment. Tor, in
particular, has implemented various pluggable trans-
ports [50, 52] to further hinder blocking by obfuscat-
ing the characteristics of Tor traffic.

Domain Fronting Domain fronting [19] is a
blocking-resistant approach for setting up circum-
vention proxies. In this approach, the circumven-
tion proxy is hosted on shared-IP infrastructures
such as content delivery networks (CDNs), App En-
gines, and Cloud Computing services. Therefore the
domain-fronted proxy will share its IP address with
other, oblivious services making any censorship at-
tempt susceptible to collateral damage. For instance,
blocking a domain-fronted proxy hosted on a CDN re-
quires the censors to block all the web content served
by that CDN. CloudTransport [9] is an older vari-
ation of domain fronting, in which proxies are run
over shared cloud storage services. Recently, several
major content providers, including CloudFlare [12],

Google [26], and Amazon [6], have started to disable
or interfere with domain fronting, presumably in the
fear of losing their market inside censored countries.

CacheBrowsing CacheBrowsing [29, 81] is a tech-
nique to fetch CDN-hosted censored content directly
from CDN edge servers with no need to use cir-
cumvention proxies. To do so, various bootstrap-
ping mechanisms are used to enable a censored client
locate the CDN edge servers hosting her censored
content of interest. CacheBrowsing is significantly
cheaper [29,45] than domain fronting since the CDN
expenses are paid by the publishers of the censored
content, not the circumvention operators. On the
other hand, CacheBrowsing has a more limited scope
as it can only be used to unblock certain censored
content, i.e., those hosted on CDNs. In this paper,
we leverage CacheBrowsing as a technique to opti-
mize load on circumvention proxies, but not as a stan-
dalone circumvention system.

Protocol Tunneling Several circumvention propos-
als suggest to tunnel traffic through popular Inter-
net services that are unlikely to be entirely blocked
by the censors. For instance, FreeWave [32] tun-
nels circumvention traffic through VoIP services like
Skype, and CovertCast [43] tunnels traffic through
video streaming services. Alternatively, Rook [65]
and Castle [28] tunnel traffic through gaming applica-
tions, and Sweet [34] tunnels through email communi-
cations. To block a tunneling circumvention system,
the censors will need to block the oblivious service
being used for tunnel, which has significant collateral
damage to the censors [24]. On the downside, tun-
neling circumvention systems offer impractical QoS
(e.g., high latencies and low bandwidth) due to the
limitations imposed by their hosting services.

Decoy Routing Decoy routing aims at defeating IP
address blocking by integrating circumvention soft-
ware into the routing infrastructure [31, 37, 48, 80].
In decoy routing, censorship circumvention is imple-
mented with help from a number of friendly Internet
autonomous systems, called decoy ASes. Each de-
coy AS modifies some of its routers (e.g., its border
routers) such that they deflect the Internet traffic of
censored users to the blocked Internet destinations
requested by the users. By design, decoy routing
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Table 1: Weaknesses of major types of circumvention
systems

Category Easily blocked Costly Poor QoS Deployability
Proxy-Based  G#  #

Domain Fronting #  # #
CacheBrowsing # #  #

Tunneling # G#  G#
Decoy Routing # G# #  

defeats IP address blocking, however, it is prone to
particular routing-based blocking attacks known as
RAD [33,47,55]. Requiring deployment by a number
of in-the-wild ISPs is a major obstacle to the real-
world deployment of decoy routing systems.

2.1 Weaknesses of Existing Systems

Here, we summarize the main weaknesses of existing
circumvention systems, as summarized in Table 1:

1) Easy to block: Proxy-based circumvention sys-
tems, which encompass the majority of in-the-wild
systems like Tor, Psiphon, and VPN services [49, 51]
can easily get blocked by the censors who enu-
merate their limited, small set of proxy IP ad-
dresses [57,59,75,77]. The censors can also use more
advanced techniques like traffic analysis and active
probing to block various kinds of circumvention sys-
tems [23,30,55,57,59,77].

2) Costly to operate: As introduced earlier, do-
main fronting aims at resisting IP address filtering
by setting up proxies on shared-IP platforms such
as CDNs, App Engines, and Cloud services. How-
ever, due to the prohibitively high costs of domain
fronting [45], domain fronting is not used for circum-
vention proxying at scale, and recent proposals sug-
gest to use domain fronting only for circumvention
signaling, but not for proxying [56]. Several proto-
col tunneling systems [9] similarly need to some pay
service providers for using their service, and decoy
routing services require large investment in order to
be deployed by Internet ISPs [47].

3) Poor QoS: Proxy-based circumvention systems
like Tor suffer from low quality of services (e.g., high
latencies) due to high congestion on the proxies. Var-
ious factors contribute to such congestion, most im-
portantly the small number of proxies compared to

clients, as well as the use of circumvention system by
many clients for accessing bandwidth-extensive con-
tent such as copyright infringed multimedia content.
Tunneling circumvention systems like FreeWave [32],
Sweet [34], and CoverCast [43] offer low bandwidth
and high latencies to the clients as they are con-
strained by the quality of service of their host ser-
vices. CDNBrowsing systems [29, 81] offer good la-
tencies but can only be used to browse specific types
of censored websites.

4) Hard to deploy: Some of the circumvention sys-
tems proposed in the literature are impractical to be
used at large scale, despite offering reasonable block-
ing resistance and QoS. For instance, decoy routing
systems [31, 37, 48, 80] require wide adoption by In-
ternet ISPs, and tunneling systems [32,34,43] can be
trivially disabled by the third-party service providers
they use for tunneling.

3 Sketch of our Approach

In this section, we present the key ideas behind the
design of MassBrowser.

3.1 The Separation of Properties
(SoP) Principle

We base the design of MassBrowser on the separation
of properties (SoP) principle in order to overcome
the shortcomings of existing circumvention solutions.
The SoP principle states that the key feature targeted
by a circumvention system must be blocking resis-
tance, and additional properties such as anonymity
and browsing privacy should be provided as optional
features to the users. The SoP principle is based
on the real-world observation [11, 20, 27, 66, 67] that
the majority of censored users are solely interested
in blocking resistance, e.g., to be able to access
blocked news articles or to be able to communicate
through blocked social networks; however, the ma-
jority of the censored users are not seeking proper-
ties like anonymity [79]. Our claim is supported by
the vast popularity [66, 67, 78, 79] of “public” VPNs,
“public” HTTP proxies, and centralized circumven-
tion systems like Lantern [39] and Psiphon [53] when
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compared to privacy-preserving solutions such as Tor
(e.g., an estimated 31% of Chinese users have used
VPNs in 2017 [79] compared to Tor’s total 2 millions
daily users).

Note that while systems like VPNs and HTTP
proxies do not aim for anonymity/privacy, they do
not leverage the SoP principle in optimizing censor-
ship resilience. By contrast, we use SoP to optimize
the blocking resistance performance of MassBrowser
while offering practical QoS and cost of operation.
Particularly, the SoP principle allows us to run single-
proxy circumvention connections, which improves the
QoS-cost tradeoff. Also, the principle allows us to
restrict the use of our circumvention proxies to ac-
cessing censored content only. This not only reduces
congestion on the proxies (therefore improving the
QoS-cost tradeoff), but also increases the potential
number of volunteer proxies by significantly reduc-
ing the legal consequences of running circumvention
proxies, which has been a major issue for general pur-
pose circumvention systems like Tor [7, 54].

For censored users who need additional properties
like anonymity and browsing privacy, they can use
MassBrowser to connect through (possibly censored)
privacy-preserving tools like Tor. Particularly, our
implementation of MassBrowser allows Tor clients to
use MassBrowser Buddies as entry gateways to Tor,
i.e., MassBrowser Buddies who opt in to proxy Tor
traffic will serve as Tor bridges.

3.2 High-Level Design of Mass-
Browser

Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of Mass-
Browser. MassBrowser is a volunteer-run proxy-
based system: it leverages normal Internet users with
access to the free Internet, which we call Buddies,
to proxy censored web traffic for censored users, i.e.,
Clients. The key to the resilience and QoS of any
volunteer-based circumvention system like ours is to
have a balanced ratio of proxying capacity to circum-
vention bandwidth demand. Towards this, we lever-
age the SoP principle to (1) optimize the proxying
load on Buddies by using several techniques includ-
ing CacheBrowsing [29] and selective proxying (as
will be introduced) and, (2) encourage volunteer par-

Figure 1: The main architecture of MassBrowser.

ticipation by giving Buddies full control and trans-
parency over what they proxy. A central compo-
nent of MassBrowser is a hard-to-block Operator ser-
vice that oversees and enforces MassBrowser’s key
functionalities, particularly, by strategically match-
ing Clients to Buddies based on the preferences of
Buddies and the demands from Clients.

We will provide further details about these compo-
nents and their interactions throughout the paper.

3.3 How MassBrowser Addresses Cir-
cumvention Issues

In the following, we summarize how MassBrowser
aims at addressing the major circumvention issues
discussed in Section 2.1. This will be further ex-
panded later on.

1) Blocking resistance: As discussed earlier,
proxy enumeration is the most common technique
used by the censors to block proxy-based circum-
vention systems. Proxy enumeration is feasible in
practice due to two reasons; first, the small number
of proxy IP addresses used by typical circumvention
systems enables the censors to enumerate all the IPs
within a short interval [77]. Second, typical circum-
vention proxies use dedicated IP addresses that once
identified can be blocked with no collateral damage.
Domain fronting defeats IP blocking by using shared
IP addresses, however is prohibitively expensive as a
scalable solution. Our approach is to deploy a large
number of volunteer proxies who (similar to domain
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fronting) share their (frequently changing) IPs with
other Internet entities residing in the same NATed
networks. Therefore, blocking MassBrowser’s Bud-
dies causes censors collateral damage as the Bud-
dies are normal Internet users who frequently change
network locations and connect from behind NAT.
(i.e., to block a NATed Buddy, the censors will need
to block the Buddy’s subnet). Note that the key
to MassBrowser’s blocking resistance is recruiting a
large number of volunteer proxies. We rely on the
SoP principle to encourage volunteer proxying by (1)
offering volunteers full control and transparency over
what they proxy, and (2) optimizing proxying load
on the Buddies.

2) Cost of operation: Similar to domain
fronting [19] and CloudTransport [9], MassBrowser
makes use of shared IP addresses to defeat IP enu-
meration. By contrast, MassBrowser is significantly
cheaper to operate as the voluminous circumvention
traffic is proxied through volunteer proxies. Also,
while MassBrowser’s Operator is implemented as a
domain-fronted service to resist blocking, it only cost
MassBrowser an estimated $0.001 per active client
per month due to the small volume of its signaling
traffic.

3) QoS: MassBrowser combines several complimen-
tary techniques to offer a high QoS. First, it lever-
ages CacheBrowsing [29] to minimize the traffic load
on the volunteer proxies. Second, being based on
the SoP principle, MassBrowser uses single-hop prox-
ies for its connections (for the majority of the users
who do not demand anonymity), and restricts the use
of proxies to censored content. Third, MassBrowser
aims at recruiting a large number of Buddies by pro-
viding them full control and transparency, which will
impact the QoS of the connections.

4) Deployment feasibility: Unlike approaches
like decoy routing systems [31, 37, 80] and tunnel-
ing systems [32, 34, 43], MassBrowser does not re-
quire cooperation/deployment from third-party In-
ternet operators. Also, while MassBrowser’s Opera-
tor is hosted as a domain-fronted service, it can be de-
ployed using any low-bandwidth, high-latency covert
communication mechanism [32,34] if domain fronting
is widely disabled [6,26]. We have built user-friendly

GUI software for both volunteers and clients to en-
courage wide scale adoption.

3.4 Comparison to Other Volunteer-
based Systems

MassBrowser is not the first circumvention design
to leverage volunteer proxies run by normal Internet
users. In the following, we compare MassBrowser to
such alternatives.

uProxy [62]: uProxy (currently, deprecated [62])
is another proposal to use volunteer Internet users
as proxies for censored users. uProxy’s original de-
sign [64] used the WebRTC protocol to connect a
censored user to a volunteer proxy with an installed
Chrome plugin. The uProxy project lately shifted
towards using Shadowsocks [63] for connecting users
to servers. uProxy did not use any central opera-
tor as in MassBrowser; instead, a uProxy censored
user was supposed to know a friend outside the cen-
sorship region to act as her proxy. That is, uProxy
would enable clients to set up “private” proxies, very
much similar to private VPNs. We believe that this
is not a scalable solution, as many censored users do
not have close friends with access to the free Internet
to help them.

FlashProxy [18, 21]: FlashProxy (currently, dep-
recated [21]) suggested to use volunteer websites to
recruit ephemeral proxies. The volunteer website
would load a particular JavaScript on each of its vis-
itors, turning them into ephemeral proxies for cen-
sored clients. Even though a FlashProxy volunteer
website would present a banner to its visitors inform-
ing them of the process, the visitors had no way to opt
out except by refraining from visiting that website.
We believe that high-visitor websites are unlikely to
become volunteers as this may decrease their visitors.
Additionally, the censors may retaliate by simply cen-
soring (or even attacking) the volunteer websites.

Snowflake [56]: Snowflake is the successor of the
FlashProxy project and uses some of the core com-
munication protocols of uProxy [64], e.g., its We-
bRTC communication schemes. Similar to Flash-
Proxy, Snowflake converts the visitors of some vol-
unteer websites into circumvention proxies by load-
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ing a JavaScript. Therefore, we argue that a major
challenge to Snowflake is adoption by volunteer web-
sites: a volunteer website may get the target of cen-
sorship or cyberattacks by the censors, and therefore
we do not expect adoption by major websites. Note
that deployment by low-visitor websites does not help
since the number of the proxies is proportional to
the number of the visitors to the volunteer websites.
Also, similar to Flashproxy, users in Snowflake have
no way to opt out except by refraining from visiting
the volunteer websites. By contrast, in MassBrowser
we use Internet users to knowingly and voluntarily
proxy traffic for censored users. Also, instead of using
volunteer websites that turn their visitors into prox-
ies, we use a hard-to-block central entity (the Oper-
ator) to strategically matchmake clients and volun-
teer proxies. MassBrowser implements various traffic
optimization techniques and selective proxying to en-
courage volunteer proxying by respecting their pref-
erences.

VPNGate [49]: VPNGate is a network of vol-
unteers running VPN software open to the public.
The VPNGate system maintains the list of all volun-
teer VPNs, and publishes the list on its webpage [70]
for the interested clients. Unfortunately, VPNGate
does not employ effective mechanisms to resist block-
ing, and therefore it is trivially blockable by the cen-
sors. The VPNGate website contains fake VPN IP
addresses to prevent the censors from blacklisting
the VPN IPs in bulk, however, the censors can eas-
ily identify and ignore such fake IPs by trying to
connect to them through VPN protocols. In fact,
the majority of VPNGate proxies appear to be cur-
rently blocked in China [68,69]. By contrast, in Mass-
Browser a blocking resistant Operator component es-
tablishes the connections between clients and proxies,
preventing the censors from enumerating the proxies.
Even if the censors enumerate MassBrowser’s Buddy
IPs, they can not block them without collateral dam-
age as such IPs are NATed IPs with ephemeral port
numbers, i.e., they change their port numbers for ev-
ery connection. Additionally, MassBrowser deploys
traffic obfuscation to defeat traffic analysis, while
VPNGate’s VPN traffic is trivially detectable at the
network layer. As another distinction, MassBrowser

employs various selective proxying techniques to op-
timize traffic load on volunteer proxies.

4 User Survey on Circumven-
tion Participation

In addition to our MassBrowser, several recent pro-
posals for circumvention work by using volunteer
proxy operators [18, 49, 56]. While the key factor to
the success of such systems is adoption by (a large
number of) volunteers, there is no prior work evalu-
ating the extent of support from volunteers. In this
paper, we conduct the first user study on the will-
ingness of uncensored Internet users in helping cen-
sored users through running circumvention software.
We created an online survey questionnaire and dis-
tributed it among various groups of uncensored Inter-
net users asking them about their interest and pref-
erences in running circumvention software. In this
section, we present the outcome of our survey.

Ethics. We received an IRB approval for our survey
before distributing it among participants. The par-
ticipants’ data was collected and processed anony-
mously and voluntarily, and was stored on secure
computer servers.

4.1 Survey Participants

We distributed our online survey among four groups
of participants (a total of 300 participants):

1. CS: We advertised our survey among the mem-
bers of a computer science department’s social
group. The participants are computer science
students, faculty, and researchers working in var-
ious areas of computer science, all from the same
US institution.

2. OSN: We distributed our survey on an online so-
cial networking platform. We expect the partic-
ipants to be from diverse ethnic/technical back-
grounds, though we did not request their fine-
grained background information to keep the sur-
vey results anonymous.

3. XCensored: We distributed our survey among a
group of people who are originally from a major
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censoring country, but are currently living in the
US The members of the group come from diverse
educational backgrounds (mostly non-CS).

4. MT: We distributed our survey on Amazon Me-
chanical Turk (MTurk). The participants are
all from US with diverse ethnic/technical back-
grounds. Unlike previous groups who partici-
pated in the survey voluntarily, we paid our MT

participants.

Table 4 (Appendix D) shows the demography of
the participants for each of the surveys. Note that
providing the demographic information was optional,
therefore we did not receive the demographic infor-
mation from all participants. We believe that our sur-
vey participants come from a diverse range of back-
grounds to well represent broader Internet users.

4.2 Survey Format

The full survey questionnaire is included in Ap-
pendix C. We introduced the circumvention software
as follows: “Suppose that there is a software called
Helper that when you install on your laptop/desktop
computer, it will assist the Internet users in censored
countries to get around censorship”. We also told the
participants “Assume that someone you trust guaran-
tees that the Helper software will not make any harm
to your computer or your network. Also, the use of
Helper is transparent to you and does not interfere
with your work”. Then, we asked participants about
their willingness in running the “Helper” circumven-
tion software and their preferences, as discussed in
the following.

4.3 Survey Results

Willingness to Install and Run the Software.
We first asked each participant if they were willing
to install and run the Helper software—for free. We
told them that “running Helper does not cost you
anything, but also does not earn you money.” We
also mentioned “you can completely control the use of
Helper (as will be asked in the follow up questions)”.
If a participant expressed her unwillingness, we asked
her if she would participate if she got paid.

Figure 2 shows the aggregation of the responses.
As we can see, a significant fraction of surveyed par-
ticipants (51%) expressed their willingness to run the
circumvention software completely voluntarily (i.e.,
for free), if they trust the software to be harmless.
This is an encouraging finding for volunteer-based
circumvention systems: with adequate security and
safety protections, one can expect to recruit a decent
number of volunteer circumvention helpers. Also,
about 36% of people who were unwilling to partic-
ipate for free (≈ 17% of all participants) expressed
their willingness to participate if they got paid.

Comparing the responses from different groups of
participants we see varying participation interests.
Particularly, the MT participants pose to be less inter-
ested in helping a circumvention system for free; we
believe the MT results present a pessimistic estimation
of the general population of users, since Mechanical
Turk users have stronger financial motives compared
to the general public (i.e., they take MT jobs to get
paid instead of voluntarily). Nonetheless, even our
MT results are encouraging enough, i.e., above 50%
free participation. Also, we find that the XCensored

participants are less willing to participate than the
other two groups. We speculate this to be due to
their family/business bonds with the censoring coun-
tries. Finally, we see the most willingness from par-
ticipants with more familiarity with technology (i.e.,
the CS and OSN groups).

Content Type Preferences. We asked the willing
participants about the type of content they are will-
ing to proxy for censored users. We warned them that
“some censored users (whom you don’t know) will use
your computer to connect to censored Internet web-
sites. So your Internet provider may assume that you
are browsing those websites yourself. What kind of
websites do you feel comfortable (and allow) to be
proxied through your computer by censored users.”

Figure 3 shows the results for various categories of
censored content. We observe that only a small frac-
tion of participants (about 24%) are willing to relay
any type of traffic, and only about 18% of the par-
ticipants are willing with proxying any legal websites,
however, the rest of the participants (58%) prefer to
specify the type of traffic they are willing to proxy.
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Figure 2: Survey participants’ willingness to install
and run a software that helps censored users.

For such participants, we see that Video Streaming
websites are the least accepted while News and Sci-
entific websites are the most accepted categories.

Censored Country Preferences. We asked the
willing participants if they preferred to help cen-
sored users from any specific countries. As shown
in Figure 4, the majority of the willing participants
(≈ 71%) had no particular preference on the ethnicity
of the censored users they were helping.

Bandwidth Devotion Preferences. We asked
the willing participants how much of their “unused
bandwidth” they are willing to allocate to the circum-
vention software. As shown in Figure 5, the majority
of the participants are willing to devote substantial
fractions of their “unused” bandwidth for circumven-
tion. We particularly see that around 50% of partic-
ipants are willing to donate more than half of their
unused bandwidth for circumvention.

4.4 Incorporating the Results Into
MassBrowser

We use the findings of our survey to guide the design
of our volunteer-based circumvention system, Mass-
Browser.

• We observe that a significant fraction of our sur-
vey participants are willing to install and run
a circumvention software to help censored users
(given guarantees on their safety and security).
We find this an encouraging finding for emerg-
ing volunteer-based circumvention systems like
MassBrowser. The survey also shows that most
of the willing participants are willing to help for
free, therefore we do not see an immediate need
for incentivizing mechanisms for MassBrowser.

• Our participants were told that someone they
trust guarantees their security and safety. To-
wards this, we have released MassBrowser’s code
as open source software, and we are undergoing
third-party code review by a reputable organiza-
tion.

• We observe that the willing volunteers have var-
ious reservations about how they are willing
to proxy circumvention traffic, particularly on
the type and volume of the content they proxy.
Therefore, we deploy MassBrowser in a way to
enable its volunteers adjust how the software
runs on their computers. We believe that the
sparsity of volunteers in popular systems like Tor
is due to the lack of such controls and guaran-
tees, especially given recent incidents for Tor exit
operators [7, 54].

• Our survey shows a greater interest from
technology-aware participants in voluntarily
helping circumvention software. Advised by this,
we have reached out to technology-aware Inter-
net users to help MassBrowser during its boot-
strapping phase.

• To enable participation from a wide spectrum of
volunteers, we build a simple, user-friendly GUI
interface for volunteer proxy operators.

5 MassBrowser’s Threat
Model

We assume that MassBrowser Clients are located in-
side censoring regions, and Buddies are users resid-
ing in non-censoring regions with open Internet ac-
cess. The censorship authorities monitor the Internet
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bandwidth that participants are
willing to devote to a circumven-
tion software

communications of the censored Clients, and are able
to block or interfere with any connection from such
Clients to Internet destinations. Censors are also able
to act as Clients or Buddies in order to gain informa-
tion about the system and to disrupt the system to
the best of their ability. However, we assume that
censors are not capable of tampering with users’ de-
vices (e.g., installing monitoring softwares on their
devices), as this will disable any privacy-enhancing
tool.

We assume the players in our system to be ratio-
nal. A rational censor tries to minimize the costs
and collateral damages incurred by its actions, such
as interfering with benign, popular Internet services.
Buddies are rational in that they are willing to help
censored users as long as this does not pose any risks
to themselves. For example, a Buddy will not let
Clients use her device to deploy network attacks (e.g.,
port scan, sending spam email) or to access controver-
sial destinations that will get the Buddy into trouble.

We also assume that the censors do not penalize
normal users for the sole act of using a circumvention
software, unless the websites accessed are directly re-
lated to major criminal offenses. Although using cir-
cumvention tools is considered illegal in many cen-
soring countries, penalizing Internet users solely for
using a circumvention software is very rare in most
countries [11] (instead, the censors have penalized
people who operated a circumvention software for
others [1, 3]). For example, as of 2017, Facebook
has over 17 million users from Iran accounting for
over 20% of the population [8], despite it having been

blocked for more than 8 years. The fact that users
are willing to provide public information on a blocked
website confirms the negligible risk of using circum-
vention software in such countries. Our threat model
assumes that the censored clients are aware of, and
accept the (negligible) risks of using a circumvention
software, and therefore users who need more protec-
tion like journalist should use MassBrowser in com-
bination with an anonymity system like Tor.

6 MassBrowser’s Design Deci-
sions

In this section, we detail our design decisions aimed at
addressing each of the issues discussed in Section 2.1.

6.1 Blocking Resistance

We use the following core techniques to provide a high
blocking resistance in MassBrowser.

Use of shared, dynamic proxy IPs to resist
IP enumeration As MassBrowser proxies are run
by normal Internet users, blocking them is costly
and prone to collateral damage. First, a typical
Buddy volunteer will most likely have a NAT IP
address, therefore sharing a public IP address with
other users/services in the same network. For in-
stance, a Buddy connecting from a coffee shop will
share a public IP with other users in the area (we
will describe how MassBrowser enables connections
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despite NAT). Additionally, a typical Buddy will fre-
quently change IP addresses, e.g., by moving across
networks, amplifying the collateral damage. Second,
by employing various social engineering techniques,
described later, we hope that MassBrowser will at-
tract a large number of volunteer proxies making IP
enumeration unreliable and costly (in addition to its
high collateral damage).

Traffic Obfuscation and Encryption All Mass-
Browser communications are encrypted to prevent
deep-packet inspection. Additionally, MassBrowser
deploys traffic obfuscation mechanisms to remove
protocol fingerprints and prevent censors from detect-
ing MassBrowser traffic based on traffic characteris-
tics like packet timings and sizes.

Domain Fronting the Operator MassBrowser’s
Operator runs as a domain fronted service [19]. As
discussed earlier, a domain fronted service runs be-
hind a network infrastructure with shared IPs (e.g.,
CDNs), therefore blocking it will cause significant
collateral damage to the censors. Although domain
fronting is a relatively expensive technique, the costs
of domain fronting MassBrowser’s Operator is very
low due to the small volume of the control traffic
generated by the Operator, as shown in Section 8.2.
Note that while MassBrowser’s Operator is hosted as
a domain-fronted service, it can be deployed using
any low-bandwidth, high-latency covert communica-
tion mechanism [32, 34] if domain fronting is widely
disabled in the wild [6, 26].

Other Privacy Properties: Being based on
the SoP principle, MassBrowser is optimized around
blocking resistance, not anonymity or browsing pri-
vacy. In Section 9 we will thoroughly discuss Mass-
Browser’s privacy guarantees against various adver-
saries.

6.2 Optimizing Cost and QoS

As discussed earlier in Section 3, blocking resistant
circumvention systems suffer from either low QoS or
high cost of operation (or both). We argue that the
main reason for the poor QoS/high cost of existing
circumvention systems is the extreme disproportion
between available proxying throughput and the band-

width demand from censored clients. We therefore
take the following two complimentary approaches to
alleviate such disproportion.

Optimizing load on proxies through selective
proxying: We use the following techniques to min-
imize the traffic load on MassBrowser proxies.

a) Whitelisting censored content only: Existing cir-
cumvention tools like Tor and VPNs tunnel all net-
work traffic of a censored client through circumven-
tion proxy, including censored and non-censored con-
tent. This is done in Tor to provide anonymity
on all connections, but even non-anonymous tools
like VPNs, Lantern, and Psiphon tunnel all traffic
through circumvention proxies for the ease of opera-
tion. We believe that this is one of the key reasons
constituting to high bandwidth pressure on in-the-
wild circumvention proxies (causing their low QoS).
We evaluated the list of top bandwidth-consuming
domains provided to us by a major non-anonymous
circumvention tool1 for the day of Feb 21, 2008. Our
evaluation finds that 48% of the proxied traffic be-
longs to websites that are not censored in Iran (total
proxied traffic is 3.56 TB).

Tunneling non-censored content through a circum-
vention system not only puts additional burden on
the proxies, it also lowers the quality of service for
most of the non-censored websites, e.g., a Chinese
user will have to access a (non-censored) China-based
website through a US-based proxy, therefore increas-
ing the latency. Basing our design on the SoP prin-
ciple, we restrict the use of MassBrowser Buddies to
censored-content only. Therefore, our Client software
only proxies censored content through Buddies and
retrieves non-censored content directly with no proxy,
and the Buddies deploy whitelists to proxy only cen-
sored content.

b) CacheBrowsing: MassBrowser uses a recent cir-
cumvention technique called CacheBrowsing [29, 81]
to further minimize the load on the proxies. As intro-
duced in Section 3, in CacheBrowsing a client directly
fetches a censored object hosted on CDN from the
hosting CDN’s edge servers, without using proxies.
However, a limitation of CacheBrowsing is that it can
only retrieve censored content hosted on a CDN and

1We do not disclose their identity per their request.
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accessible through HTTPS, therefore it can not be
used as a standalone circumvention system. We inte-
grate CacheBrowsing into MassBrowser’s client soft-
ware. That is, a MassBrowser client will fetch the
CDN-hosted censored content directly from CDNs,
and only use MassBrowser Buddies for the censored
content not hosted on a CDN. Based on our analy-
sis, this saves 41% of bandwidth on the Buddies for
Alexa top 1000 websites.

c) Strategic proxy assignment to prevent DoS by
Sybils: In MassBrowser, clients discover Buddies
and connect to them with help from the Opera-
tor. MassBrowser’s Operator uses a proxy assign-
ment mechanism, described later, to prevent the cen-
sors from learning a large fraction of Buddies. Note
that, even if the censors can enumerate all Buddy IPs,
they can not block the discovered (NATed) Buddies
due to the collateral damage, but they can possibly
try to consume their circumvention throughput.

Incentivizing volunteers to recruit more prox-
ies: The QoS of a proxy-based circumvention sys-
tem critically depends on the number of its proxies.
We use the following approaches to increase the num-
ber of volunteer proxies. We envision a large fraction
of MassBrowser Buddies to be from typical Internet
users with little technical background. We there-
fore design a GUI-based client software for Buddies
to offer a user-friendly experience, transparency, and
full, fine-grained control over what they proxy. Our
Buddy GUI offers the following features.

a) Imperceptible operation: Our Buddy GUI runs
imperceptibly and does not interfere with the volun-
teer’s normal activities. The volunteer user will only
need to perform a one-time installation and setup of
the relay software, and may then let it operate until
she needs to adjust her preferences.

b) Transparency on usage: Our Buddy GUI offers
the volunteer with information on how the proxy is
being used.

c) Enable relays to limit proxied bandwidth: The
Buddy software enables a volunteer Buddy operator
to specify how much bandwidth she is willing to do-
nate to MassBrowser. Even a small donated band-
width can help MassBrowser clients due to the band-
width minimization mechanisms discussed above.

d) Enable relays to whitelist destinations: Our Mass-
Browser relay software enables a volunteer to proxy
traffic only to Internet destinations she is comfortable
with. A major set-back for volunteers is the poten-
tial legal consequences of relaying traffic to contro-
versial destinations (such as those experienced by Tor
exit relay operators [7, 54]). In MassBrowser, relays
whitelist the categories of destinations they are will-
ing to proxy traffic to, e.g., a relay can decide to relay
traffic only to news websites or scientific websites.

e) Optional financial incentives Future versions of
MassBrowser may incorporate financial incentives for
volunteers, either as the form of a service like Bit-
coin mining by clients, or monetary compensation.
We leave the investigation of incorporating such eco-
nomic incentives with MassBrowser to future work.

6.3 Deployment

Unlike some of the previous circumvention systems
like decoy routing [31, 37, 80] and tunneling sys-
tems [28,32,34,65], MassBrowser’s operation does not
rely on any third-party operators like autonomous
systems and services providers. MassBrowser has re-
cently been released in beta version to limited number
of users. We have built user-friendly GUI software
for both Clients and Buddies for the major operating
systems.

7 MassBrowser’s Implementa-
tion Details

In Section 3, we introduced the high-level design of
MassBrowser, and in Section 6 we discussed Mass-
Browser’s design decisions. In this section, we will
present more details on MassBrowser’s implementa-
tion. Due to space constraints, more specific details
about our code is presented in Appendix B.

7.1 Connecting Users Behind NAT

As MassBrowser Clients and Buddies are regular In-
ternet users, most of them will likely be connecting
to the Internet using NATed IP addresses. There-
fore, an important challenge to MassBrowser’s op-
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eration is enabling communication between NATed
Clients and Buddies, i.e., MassBrowser needs to de-
ploy NAT traversal techniques [42,76]. Typical NAT
traversal techniques, however, may not be applicable
for all transport protocols depending on the type of
a peer’s NAT, i.e., depending on how the underly-
ing NAT maps local IPs to public IPs. Matthews et
al. [42] perform a thorough analysis of different NAT
deployments in the Internet and how NAT traversal
techniques may apply to them. We categorize Mass-
Browser peers (i.e., Clients and Buddies) into three
categories based on the type of their NATs.

TCP Reachable These are the peers with whom
it is possible to initiate a TCP connection, either di-
rectly or via some existing NAT traversal technique.

UDP Reachable For such peers, we are not able to
initiate TCP connections, but are still able to send
UDP packets to them via some NAT traversal tech-
nique. These peers reside behind Restricted NATs as
defined by Wing et al. [76].

Unreachable Such peers are located behind NATs
that prevent the use of any NAT traversal technique.
Wing et al. [76] classify these NATs as Symmetric
NATs.

MassBrowser’s Operator serves as a STUN server
to discover the NAT type of each peer. The Opera-
tor then uses the discovered NAT type of the peers
to match Clients and Buddies, and to decide which
party should initiate the connection, as shown in Ta-
ble 2. For any pair of a Client and a Buddy, they
can communicate if at least one of them is reach-
able from behind NAT. As can be seen, when both
of the peers are reachable, the Client initiates the
connection. When both peers are UDP reachable,
MassBrowser’s software tunnels a TCP connection
through an established UDP tunnel. If none of the
peers are reachable, a MassBrowser connection can
not be established between these peers, and therefore
the Operator will not map an unreachable Client to
an unreachable Buddy.

Note that MassBrowser’s Operator does not deploy
a TRUN server; a TURN server will need to proxy the
connections between (unreachable) Clients and Bud-
dies, which is significantly expensive and bandwidth-
extensive for a free circumvention system like ours.

Table 2: Connection initiation for a matched pair of
Clients and Buddies. If both the Client and Buddy
are unreachable, the Operator will not match them
together.

Buddy
TCP-Reach UDP-Reach Unreach

C
li
en

t TCP-Reach Client Buddy Buddy
UDP-Reach Client Client Buddy

Unreach Client Client 7

Additionally, a circumvention TURN server can eas-
ily get blocked by the censors unless it is deployed as
a (prohibitively expensive) domain fronted service.

7.2 Assigning Buddies to Clients by
the Operator

The Operator is in charge of coordinating Client and
Buddy communications and providing Clients with
online Buddies to use as relays. The Operator assigns
Buddies to Clients with the following considerations.

Buddy destination whitelists Buddies can
whitelist destinations they are willing to proxy traffic
to based on their content types. The Operator ac-
tively maintains Buddy whitelist preferences. When
a Client queries the Operator for new Buddies, the
Operator will respond with Buddies that allow the
intended destinations in their whitelists.

Buddy loads The MassBrowser system is a hetero-
geneous network composed of machines with vary-
ing processing powers and network bandwidths. The
Operator approximates a Buddy’s available through-
put based on the bandwidth limit set by the Buddy
owner, the number of active Clients assigned to that
Buddy, Buddy’s reliability over time. This is used to
balance the load on Buddies when assigning Buddies
to new Clients.

Parties’ NAT types The Operator also considers
the NAT types of the peers in matching Clients and
Buddies, as described above.

Sybil attack protection As discussed in Section 9,
a censor can not block the Buddies that she obtains
from the Operator, nor can she identify their clients
(since Buddy IPs are NATed). However, a resourceful
censor may overload the identified Buddies in order to
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consume their circumvention capacity (i.e., DoS the
Buddies). Note that this will be a costly DoS attack
due to the symmetry between the load on the attacker
and the target. Nonetheless, our Operator can deploy
standard Sybil protection mechanisms against such
an expensive DoS attack. We have particularly bor-
rowed and implemented the Sybil protection mech-
anism used by rBridge [73]. This mechanism uses a
reputation system for clients in order to provide them
with new proxy information. Similar to rBridge, we
have deployed an invitation-based mechanism for ac-
cepting new clients.

7.3 Client-side Optimization of Proxy
Loads

As discussed in Section 6.2, MassBrowser deploys se-
lective proxying to optimize the load on the Bud-
dies. By contrast to in-the-wild circumvention sys-
tems that naively proxy everything through the cir-
cumvention proxies, MassBrowser inspects every net-
work request individually and decides how to best
handle that individual request. Figure 6 shows how
MassBrowser Client implements such selective prox-
ying. MassBrowser relays a request through Buddies
only if it identifies the requested content to be cen-
sored for the Client. Furthermore, if the requested
resource is CacheBrowsable [29], MassBrowser will
fetch the content (either fully or partially [81]) di-
rectly from CDNs imposing no load on the Buddies,
and will only proxy the non-CacheBrowsable compo-
nents of the connection.

To perform such per-request targeted proxying, the
MassBrowser Client must have a means of identifying
censored and CacheBrowsable URLs. For this pur-
pose, the Operator actively maintains a database of
MassBrowser-supported websites along with detailed
information about the different resources and com-
ponents of each website. The MassBrowser Client
software keeps a regularly-synced local version of this
database.

Note that the Operator itself is deployed as a do-
main fronted service. All the communications be-
tween the Client and the Operator, such as those
required for updating the local database, requesting
Buddies, and NAT traversal, will be domain fronted

Figure 6: Optimizing proxying load by a Mass-
Browser Client through selective proxying

and thus unblockable by the censors. On the other
hand, the connections between Buddies and the Op-
erator does not need to be domain fronted.

7.4 Content Whitelisting

As described above, a key load optimization mecha-
nism employed by MassBrowser is to only proxy cen-
sored content through Buddies. Also, different Bud-
dies have personalized preferences for the categories
of traffic they are willing to proxy to. To be able to
implement such functionalities, MassBrowser deploys
content whitelisting to enable the Clients identify the
content objects that should be proxied, and to enable
the Buddies to enforce their restrictions.

In order to enforce such whitelisting policies, the
Client’s web browser delegates DNS resolution to
MassBrowser’s Client software (this requires dis-
abling the browser’s DNS caching); therefore, proxy
destinations must be hostnames, not IP addresses.
This enables distinguishing requests to different hosts
that resolve to same (shared) IP addresses. For ev-
ery web request from the client, the Client software
looks up the requested destination hostname in its
database of supported websites, identifies which web-
site the hostname belongs to, identifies whether the
website is censored, and determines the content types
associated with that website. If the request is cen-
sored and the Client already has an open session with
a Buddy that supports the required content’s type, it
will use the existing connection to proxy that request.
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Otherwise, the Client will be assigned a Buddy who
has whitelisted the category of the requested content.

On the other hand, each Buddy is in charge of per-
forming DNS resolution for Client requests; therefore
each Buddy is able to ensure that the Client is not
violating the Buddy’s destination restrictions.

To whitelist content for applications other than
web browsers, the whitelisting mechanisms are tai-
lored for such specific applications. In particular,
Buddies that accept Tor traffic do so by whitelisting
the IP addresses of all Tor public relays

7.5 Encryption and Traffic Obfusca-
tion

In MassBrowser all of the communication between
Clients and Buddies are encrypted in order to resist
DPI attacks deployed by the censors. A matched pair
of Client-Buddy encrypt their messages using a sym-
metric cipher with a shared secret key that they share
through the Operator. Our implementation currently
uses AES 256 for Client-to-Buddy encryption.

We also implement traffic obfuscation to pro-
tect MassBrowser’s traffic against traffic analysis at-
tacks [23,30,71]. Particularly, we have built a custom
implementation of the obfsproxy [50] Tor pluggable
transport tailored to work with our MassBrowser im-
plementation. The obfuscation algorithm removes
identifiable traffic patterns, making the Client-Buddy
protocol look like benign peer-to-peer traffic, e.g., p2p
gaming or file sharing traffic.

7.6 Communication Sessions in Mass-
Browser

We define a MassBrowser session to be a connection
between a Client and a Buddy. Upon receiving a
request from the browser, the Client checks whether
the request can be handled with any of the currently
active sessions the Client has, i.e., whether any of the
connected Buddies will accept the request in their
whitelisted categories. If no such session is found,
the Client will need to ask the Operator to assign it
a new session with a suitable Buddy that will accept
the request.

The Operator will select a Buddy to assign to the
Client and will notify both parties to establish a new
session. Each session has the following attributes:

1. Allowed content types: This is the list of con-
tent types that the Client is allowed to obtain
through this session.

2. Shared Keys and Cipher Suite: All commu-
nications between the Client and Buddy are
encrypted with a shared key and cipher suite
shared through the Operator.

3. Obfuscation method: In order to prevent finger-
printing attacks on the Client-Buddy communi-
cation protocol, the Operator may instruct the
users to use one of the available obfuscation algo-
rithms if the censoring region is known to deploy
DPI attacks.

4. Connection initiator: Based on NAT type of the
peers, the Operator will instruct one of the users
to initiate the connection with the other using
an appropriate NAT traversal technique, as de-
scribed earlier.

5. Expiration time: Each session is only valid
within a defined time period. The Client will
have to ask to renew the session if he wishes
to continue using it beyond the expiration time.
This is to perform load balancing on Buddies
over time.

The Operator will send the details of each new ses-
sion to the corresponding Client and Buddy. The
party who has been selected as the connection initia-
tor will then attempt to establish a connection with
the other party. The receiving party will keep the
session in a list of pending sessions until either the
connection is established or the session expires. Each
session can only be used once, and both parties will
notify the Operator once the session connection has
been established. Figure 7 shows the messages in-
volved in establishing a session, and how traffic is
relayed between Clients and Buddies.
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Figure 7: A MassBrowser communication session between a Client and a Buddy. In the shown example, the
Client is selected to initiate the connection by the Operator.

8 Performance Evaluation

8.1 Buddy Bandwidth Contribution

Our analysis of the top 1000 Alexa website home-
pages [5] finds the average size of each webpage to
be 2.4 MB. We found 41% of the generated traf-
fic by these pages to be CacheBrowsable, which is
very promising to us for load optimization (note that
most of the CacheBrowsable webpages are partially
CacheBrowsable [81], therefore MassBrowser needs
to proxy only the non- CacheBrowsable components).
Therefore, in order to load a typical page through
MassBrowser the client will only need to proxy an
estimated ≈ 1.4 MB through the Buddies. The Aka-
mai State of the Internet Connectivity Report [4] es-

timates the Internet bandwidth of an average user
living in the United States in 2017 to be 18.7 Mbps.
Assuming volunteers will provide MassBrowser with
25% of their unused bandwidth (which is very likely
based on our user survey in Section 4), an average
Buddy in the United States will contribute 4.7 Mbps
when not using the internet, which translates into a
page load every 2.5 seconds. Also, recall that in Mass-
Browser, the bandwidth of Buddies is solely used for
loading censored content.

8.2 Costs of Operation

Ensuring low operational cost is one of the primary
design goals of MassBrowser. The (bulky) circum-
vention traffic of MassBrowser clients is handled by
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volunteer Buddies. Therefore, the only operational
cost of MassBrowser is imposed by running the Op-
erator. Recall that the Operator is deployed as a
domain fronted service, i.e., hosted on a CDN, in or-
der to allow unblockable access to the censored users.
In this section, we show that while domain fronting is
known to be prohibitively expensive for proxying [45],
it imposes little costs on MassBrowser as it is only
used for its control traffic.

There are three factors that contribute to the Op-
erator’s operational costs:

1) Number of Client-Requested Sessions Per Day:
Each session established between a Client and a
Buddy is capable of serving any volume of traffic to
different destinations as long as they satisfy the con-
tent type restrictions imposed by the Buddy. There-
fore, it is unlikely that a Client will require more than
a few active sessions at any given time. Our evalu-
ation of a typical Client shows that 20 sessions per
day is sufficient for typical web browsing.

2) Size of Session Objects: Upon creation of a new
session between a Client and a Buddy, the Operator
will need to exchange some protocol messages to the
two parties. The exchanged information is composed
of a 500 byte fixed-size segment containing details
about the IP addresses, ports, NAT types, connec-
tion initiator, secret key, and the session expiration
date, along with a variable-size segment listing the
content types that will be accepted on the session
(each content type takes 12 bytes). Therefore, the
overall traffic load on Operator for each session is
≈ 1000 bytes.

3) Size of the Webpage Database: The Operator
maintains a database containing information on how
to browse different censored websites supported by
the Buddies. While the number of such unique do-
mains for every website could be high, the database
stores the domains in regex format, combining groups
of similar domains with identical censorship informa-
tion into single entries. The majority of the websites
have at most 50 entries in Operator’s database; given
that each entry is around 1KB, each website will use
at most 50KB in the database.

Based on these factors, we estimate Operator’s op-
erational costs, which is hosted over the Amazon
AWS.

Cost of Running the Operator Servers: We es-
timated every user to request 20 sessions per day.
For 10,000 users this requires 200,000 requests which
would amount to an average of 2 requests per sec-
ond. An AWS EC2 t2.micro instance, costing at
about $0.015 an hour, will be sufficient for handling
this load of requests generated by 10,000 users. The
monthly cost will amount to $0.0011 per user.

Cost of Deploying on CDNs: We have hosted the
Operator on the Amazon Cloudfront CDN. Ama-
zon Cloudfront charges based on the volume of traf-
fic, and the locations of the CDN edge servers used.
Note that Operator’s communications with Clients
are not latency sensitive; therefore, it suffices for
the Operator to use a cheap CDN service (we use
a service with $0.01 per GB). As estimated above,
each user will request 600 sessions per month, for
which the Operator will need to send 600 KB of con-
trol data to the Clients; this costs $0.00006 per user
each month. The user will also need to synchronize
her local database with Operator, resulting in a one-
time 50 KB data transfer for each supported website,
which costs $0.0000005 per user for every website.

Comparing costs with meek: Meek [44] is a Tor
pluggable transport that relays Tor traffic through
domain fronted proxies to evade censorship. In or-
der to operate, meek must proxy all of the users’
traffic through CDN servers. As a result, unlike
MassBrowser the costs of operating meek is propor-
tional to the client’s bandwidth usage. As we saw
in the previous analysis, we estimate the cost for a
MassBrowser user with 600 sessions per month to be
$0.00006 each month using Amazon Cloudfront CDN,
regardless of the types of the websites browsed (e.g.,
video streaming, news, etc.). If we assume each ses-
sion to be just for one website load and each website
to have an average of 2.4 MB (as we measured), then
the same client using meek over Amazon Cloudfront
CDN will cost 600 ∗ 0.0024 ∗ 0.01 = $0.014, which is
over 200 times the cost of the user on MassBrowser.
Note that in real life each session will be used to
browse multiple websites and may require higher traf-
fic (e.g., for video streaming), therefore, the cost gap
will be even greater in favor of MassBrowser.
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Table 3: Average page load latencies for different
website over Tor, MassBrowser as a Tor bridge, and
MassBrowser alone.

Website Tor (s)
MassBrowser

+ Tor (s)
MassBrowser

(s)
Google.com 19.6 20.3 2.6

Youtube.com 27.3 25.6 6.3
Facebook.com 27.4 30.4 6.6

Baidu.com 7.5 10.1 1.7
Wikipedia.com 29.5 22.3 1.1

8.3 MassBrowser as a Tor Transport

As mentioned before, MassBrowser can be used as
a Tor pluggable transport, i.e., a Client who needs
anonymity can connect to a Buddy who whitelists
Tor traffic. We measured the time to load the top
100 Alexa websites with Tor, using MassBrowser as
a bridge for Tor, and using MassBrowser without
Tor. We browsed each website 50 times over each
setting and computed the average time to load the
websites. Table 3 presents the load times for dif-
ferent websites. On average loading each website on
Tor takes more than 16 seconds longer than using
MassBrowser. Using MassBrowser as a Tor bridge
does not significantly change the load times compared
to using Tor with no pluggable transport; therefore,
MassBrowser’s added latency on Tor is negligible,
making MassBrowser a suitable plug for Tor bridges.

9 Discussion of Privacy Guar-
antees

In this section, we discuss the privacy guarantees
of MassBrowser’s components. Please refer to Ap-
pendix A for potential questions not discussed here.

9.1 Client Privacy

A. Privacy against Buddies A MassBrowser
Buddy imposes the same privacy threats to its Clients
as a network observer, e.g., an ISP, on regular Inter-
net users.

Anonymity against Buddies: As discussed ear-
lier, providing client anonymity is not a design goal

for MassBrowser based on the SoP principle. There-
fore, a Buddy can learn the destinations being ac-
cessed by her connected Clients —this is similar to
how a typical network observer (like an ISP or a tran-
sit AS) can learn browsing patterns of typical Inter-
net users. Note that, like a normal Internet user, a
MassBrowser client needing anonymity can use an
anonymity system like Tor—through MassBrowser
—(i.e., by connecting to Buddies that support Tor).

Confidentiality from Buddies: A Buddy will
not be able to see its Clients’ communication content
for HTTPS destinations, which includes the major-
ity of services hosting sensitive user data like social
networking websites and search engines. A Buddy,
however, will be able to see a Client’s communica-
tion content to an HTTP destination, similar to how
an ISP observes the HTTP traffic of its users. A
MassBrowser Client can opt to use MassBrowser for
HTTPS websites.

Surveillance by censor-run Buddies: A power-
ful organization that runs numerous Buddies for user
surveillance is not different than a nation state or ISP
wiretapping through Internet routers. Real-world ob-
servations over the years have shown that censor-
ing governments tend to not penalize their users for
the sole act of circumventing censorship. The risk
is much less for MassBrowser Clients as, by design,
MassBrowser Buddies do not allow connection to con-
troversial websites with potential legal consequences
(for such websites, the clients will need to use Tor
through MassBrowser).

Identification by censors who know Buddies:
The Buddies obtained by a censoring client from Op-
erator can not be used to learn any information about
the Clients who use these Buddies. This is because
different Clients connecting to the same Buddy will
make connections through different IP address and
port combinations due to NAT.

B. Privacy against Operator Unlike traditional
circumvention tools like Psiphon, Anonymizer, and
Lantern, in MassBrowser the Operator of the circum-
vention system is separate from the proxying parties.
Therefore, the Operator is not able to observe Client
traffic. The Operator can only learn the categories of
content a Client is willing to access.
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9.2 Buddy Privacy

Privacy against Clients A Client using a Buddy
will only learn the (ephemeral) NATed IP address of
that Buddy, but no other information. As Client-
Buddy assignments are performed by the Operator,
a Client can not choose the Buddy to connect to.

Privacy against Operator The Operator will
have access to a Buddy’s preferences such as her
whitelisted content types and specified bandwidth
limits. A Buddy’s IP address will also be exposed
to the Operator, however similar to the Clients, this
is the NAT IP address of the Buddy, which is also
visible to any other web service the Buddy connects
to on the Internet.
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A Potential Questions

Why cannot the Great Firewall blacklist mil-
lions of IP addresses? They can (at potentially
high computation overhead) but this will cause them
significant collateral damage due to false positive
blockings. MassBrowser IP addresses are shared IP
addresses that are used by benign non-circumvention
traffic like VoIP, gaming, etc.

What’s the difference between MassBrowser
and Tor? MassBrowser and Tor are apples and
oranges! MassBrowser is a system to defeat IP block-
ing—very much similar to meek and other Tor plug-
gable transports. In fact, as we have discussed, Mass-
Browser can be used as a Tor pluggable transport.

Even though your survey shows high inter-
est from volunteers to deploy MassBrowser,
in practice one DMCA complaint could be
enough to scare all volunteers away. A
key strength of MassBrowser compared to other
volunteer-run circumvention systems is that the vol-
unteers will not relay any controversial traffic. Vol-
unteers only relay traffic to totally legal destinations
like News and social networks, or act as a bridge to
get to Tor. Also, each volunteer decides the destina-
tions she proxies to (see Figure 8).

Roger Dingledine always argues that anything
that’s weaker than Tor will have inadequate
security. How do you counter this? Please re-
fer to our discussion of the “separation of properties”
principle. Most of the users in China and Iran only
need blocking resistance and do not need anonymity.
For users who need anonymity they can use Mass-
Browser as a pluggable transport to Tor. When used
as a pluggable transport, MassBrowser offers similar
blocking resistance features to meek at a significantly
lower cost of operation.

What if the censors intercept the communi-
cation between clients and buddies by apply-
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ing SSL or TLS splits between country bor-
der and domain front Operator server to in-
tercept, modify, and drop communication be-
tween the clients and operator? No circum-
vention system, including Tor, will work against a
censoring adversary with such capabilities.

MassBrowser’s certificate installation on
client seems intrusive? Absolutely not! This
is a local certificate. The certificate is generated
locally on the user’s own machine and never leaves
the machine. The user is warned never to share
the certificate, and advised to revoke the certificate
if he or she no longer wishes to use MassBrowser.
Also, our code is undergoing a code review by a
third-party.

What if the censor blocks all p2p traffic? This
will likely impact many MassBrowser connections,
but also a significant number of legitimate p2p traffic
like VoIP, gaming, file sharing, etc.

Do all Buddies have to be NATed? No!
MassBrowser will work fine for Buddies who are
not behind NATs as long as they are not blocked.
For Buddies with static public IP addresses, Mass-
Browser’s resistance against blocking is similar to
other proxy-based circumvention systems. However,
MassBrowser will only assign such Buddies to Clients
with sufficient reputation as described in Section 7.2.

Will there be enough bandwidth available
through Buddies to make the system practi-
cal? MassBrowser’s design makes it require signifi-
cantly less bandwidth than a system like Tor. This is
because 1) Tor traffic must pass through three hops
in the network, 2) only a small number of the web-
sites browed by a user will pass through the Mass-
Browser network, and 3) only a small portion of a
website’s contents will pass through MassBrowser’s
network (due to MassBrowser’s deployment of Cache-
Browsing).

What if a nation-state (like UAE) penalizes its
citizens just for using a circumvention system?
Then MassBrowser will not be the right solution for
the users of such countries. Fortunately, for major
censoring governments, including China, Turkey, and
Iran, there is almost no instance of such punishments.

B MassBrowser Code

We have fully implemented MassBrowser as an end-
user software, and it is currently in the beta release
state with users evaluating it. Our current imple-
mentation of MassBrowser supports Mac, Windows,
and Linux operating systems, available at https:

//massbrowser.cs.umass.edu/. In the following we
give details of our system implementation.

B.1 The Operator server

We have coded Operator server mostly in Python
with the Django web framework [2]. We have
hosted our Operator server on Amazon CloudFront
CDN [13], therefore it is a domain fronted service and
can not be blocked. Our Operator’s API is accessi-
ble through both standard HTTP requests and Web-
Sockets, though we refrain from using WebSocket
connections for the Client in order to prevent intro-
ducing protocol fingerprints.

As previously mentioned, the Operator maintains a
database of supported websites along with per-region
censorship and CacheBrowsing information for all do-
mains in the websites. To do so, the Operator has
a probing component that regularly crawls the sup-
ported websites to identify domains and update its
information.

B.2 Buddy Software

We have coded our Buddy software in Javascript ES6
using NodeJS with a graphical user interface devel-
oped with the Electron framework [17]. In addition to
the GUI interface, or Buddy software is also available
as a command-line application for expert volunteers.
The Buddy actively maintains a WebSocket connec-
tion to the Operator, and will be notified of newly
created sessions on this channel.

The Buddy software allows volunteers to have full
transparency and control over their desired settings
including bandwidth limits, destination whitelists
and Client blacklists (Figure 8 displays a snapshot
of a Buddy volunteer configuring her destination
whitelists through the GUI). The Buddy software
runs with minimal interference from the user. It is
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able to run in the background while providing an eas-
ily accessible switch for disabling the Buddy’s activ-
ities on the users demand.

Figure 8: The settings page in the MassBrowser
Buddy software allowing the user to select it’s allowed
content types

B.3 Client Software

We have implemented our Client software with
NodeJS with an Electron based GUI. A client ap-
plication, e.g., a web browser, can connect to the
Client software via a SOCKS proxy. On the first
run, the Client software will walk the user through
a setup wizard which will assist them in configuring
their preferred browsers to use MassBrowser. The
current implementation of Client software provides
a setup wizard for the Firefox browser only, but an
expert client can set up any web browser to use the
Client software. Figure 9 displays the Client setup
wizard for Firefox.

The MassBrowser Client software requires to see
each individual request, even when encrypted with
TLS. In the normal case, the proxied TLS requests
would not be visible to the Client software since it
does not own the website certificates. To enable the
interception of TLS connection by Client, the setup
wizard adds a locally created root certificate to the
client’s browser during the initial setup. Note that
the root certificate does not leave the client’s com-
puter, and therefore the client is secure as long as she

Figure 9: The Client setup wizard. This page is ask-
ing the user to trust the local MassBrowser root cer-
tificate and providing users with details on how to
keep their connections safe.

does not share the certificate with others (Figure 9
shows how the user is informed during the setup).
Client uses this certificate to “locally” man-in-the-
middle MassBrowser’s TLS connections to perform
load optimizations like CacheBrowsing.

C Complete User Survey

The following is the online survey we used in our
study.

• Are you willing to voluntarily install and run
Helper on your personal laptop/desktop (so you
help censored Internet users)? Assume that run-
ning Helper does not cost you anything, but also
does not earn you money. Also, assume that you
can completely control the use of Helper (as will
be asked in the follow up questions).

– Yes

– No

• Are you willing to install and run Helper on your
personal laptop/desktop (so you help censored
Internet users) if you get paid?

– Yes

– No
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• What fraction of your unused Internet band-
width are you willing to allocate to Helper (the
unused bandwidth is the bandwidth you are not
using anyways)?

– 1%

– 1− 5%

– 5− 10%

– 10− 50%

– 50− 75%

– 75− 100%

• When you install the Helper software, some cen-
sored users (whom you don’t know) will use your
computer to connect to censored Internet web-
sites. So your Internet provider may assume that
you are browsing those websites yourself. What
kind of websites do you feel comfortable (and
allow) to be proxied through your computer by
censored users?

– I am OK with all websites

– I am OK with all legal websites

– I want to be more specific with my choices

• Which categories would you allow censored users
to browse through your computer (assume that
all categories use the same bandwidth)?

– News pages (CNN, FoxNews, etc)

– Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Insta-
gram)

– Search engines (Google, Bing)

– Video sharing and streaming (YouTube,
Vimeo, etc)

– Scientific websites

• Users from which censored countries are you will-
ing to help?

– Any Country

– China

– Iran

– Syria

– Turkey

– Saudi Arabia

• What is your age? (Optional)

– 18-30

– 30-40

– Above 40

– Prefer not to answer

• What is you gender? (Optional)

– Male

– Female

– Prefer not to answer

• How woud you rate your computer proficiency?
(Optional)

– High

– Medium

– Low

– Prefer not to answer

• Where do you live? (Optional)

– USA

– Europe

– Asia

– Other

– Prefer not to answer

D Survey Demography

Table 4 shows the demography of our survey partici-
pants.
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Table 4: The demography of survey participants
CS OSN XCensored MT Aggregated

Gender
Male 76% 64% 73% 42% 49%

Female 19% 14% 26% 54% 46%
Not answered 4% 21% 0% 4% 5%

Location

USA 89% 28% 100% 100% 95%
Europe 2% 50% 0% 0% 3%

Asia 6% 7% 0% 0% 2%
Other 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Not answered 2% 14% 0% 0% 1%

Age

18-30 78% 57% 73% 73% 71%
30-40 12% 28% 26% 18% 19%

Above 40 8% 7% 0% 6% 6%
Not answered 0% 7% 0% 1% 1%

Proficiency

High 86% 85% 53% 80% 80%
Medium 10% 7% 46% 17% 16%

Low 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Not answered 2% 7% 0% 3% 3%
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